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This paper deals with the issue of cooperation between EPPO on the one hand and UK, IE and DK as non-participating Member States under Protocols No 21 and 22. Two possible legal bases have been discussed at this stage. i.e. Article 325(4) TFEU and the possibility to apply a logic of "succession".

This paper does not discuss the issue of non-participating Member States in the framework of a hypothetical enhanced cooperation.

Delegations are invited to reflect on the questions highlighted in the document.
1. **A new Regulation based on Article 325(4) TFEU?**

- Article 325(4) TFEU is a legal basis which applies in the fields of the prevention of and fight against fraud affecting the financial interests of the Union. It provides for the ordinary legislative procedure, after consulting the Court of Auditors. It applies the qualified majority voting rule within the Council with all Member States participating. Indeed Protocols No 21 and 22 do not apply to this legal basis which is outside the scope of Chapter 4 of Title V on judicial cooperation in criminal matters.

- The Council\(^1\) has taken the view that Article 325(4) TFEU is not a legal basis for the approximation of PIF criminal offences and sanctions for the reasons set out in the CLS opinion\(^2\). **DELETED**

- The legal basis for judicial cooperation with respect to the mutual recognition of judicial orders on evidence or arrest warrants is Article 82(1)(a) TFEU which was used in particular for the adoption of the EIO Directive 2014/41/EU. As regards the rules of procedure applicable to EPPO activities as well as those governing the admissibility of evidence with regard to EPPO, the legal basis is Article 86 TFEU. **DELETED**

---

\(^1\) General approach, doc. 10729/13.
\(^2\) Doc. 15309/12.
QUESTION 1:

Do delegations think that Article 325(4) is or is not the appropriate legal basis for regulating the judicial cooperation in criminal matters between on the one hand, EPPO and, on the other hand the UK, IE and DK as non-participating Member States in EPPO?

2. **DELETED**
• The relevant acquis generally provides for a notification obligation\footnote{See e.g. Article 33(1)(a) of Directive 2014/41/EU (EIO Directive), Article 6(3) of Council Framework Decision 2002/584/JHA (European Arrest Warrant), Article 2(1) of the Council Framework Decision 2005/214/JHA (mutual recognition of financial penalties) and Article 6(1) of Council Framework Decision 2009/829/JHA (mutual recognition of decisions of supervision measures), providing for notification obligations of competent (judicial) authorities to the Secretariat General of the Council. However in Article 4 of Council Framework Decision 2003/577/JHA (freezing order) provides: "1. A freezing order within the meaning of this Framework Decision, together with the certificate provided for in Article 9, shall be transmitted by the judicial authority which issued it directly to the competent judicial authority for execution by any means capable of producing a written record under conditions allowing the executing State to establish authenticity. 2. The United Kingdom and Ireland, respectively, may, before the date referred to in Article 14(1), state in a declaration that the freezing order together with the certificate must be sent via a central authority or authorities specified by it in the declaration. Any such declaration may be modified by a further declaration or withdrawn any time. Any declaration or withdrawal shall be deposited with the General Secretariat of the Council and notified to the Commission. These Member States may at any time by a further declaration limit the scope of such a declaration for the purpose of giving greater effect to paragraph 1. They shall do so when the provisions on mutual assistance of the Convention implementing the Schengen Agreement are put into effect for them.". It should be noted that "Schengen" has been put into effect for the UK but not for IE.} whereby Member States unilaterally notify their competent (judicial) authorities to the Secretary General of the Council, without the possibility for executing Member States to refuse to recognize such a notification.
• **DELETED**

• **DELETED** It should be noted that each of those three Member States is bound by different instruments in the acquis. That is why there are three different lists in Annex 1.
QUESTION 2:

Do delegations agree that a specific provision should be introduced in the EPPO Regulation to deal with the judicial cooperation in criminal matters between EPPO and the non-participating Member States bound by Protocols No 21 and 22? If so, is the suggested new Article 59a in Annex 2 acceptable to delegations? If not, what other solutions do they suggest?

3. Working arrangements between EPPO and the prosecution services of non-participating Member States?

- Practical working arrangements between the prosecuting services of non-participating Member States and the EPPO so long as they are limited to administrative matters, could provide for example for the exchange of strategic information. However, for the reasons set out in the paper on relations with third countries, those working arrangements may not contain provisions on mutual legal assistance and extradition (see Annex 2).

---

4 Doc. 12340/16.
RELEVANT LEGAL ACTS IN THE FIELD OF JUDICIAL COOPERATION IN CRIMINAL MATTERS IN WHICH DK, UK AND IE TAKE PART

1. Relevant legal acts in the field of judicial cooperation in criminal matters in which DK takes part

1. Convention implementing the Schengen Agreement of 14 June 1985, in particular Articles 48 to 52 on mutual assistance in criminal matters.

2. Council of Europe Convention on mutual assistance in criminal matters.
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2. Relevant legal acts in the field of judicial cooperation in criminal matters in which UK takes part


3. **Relevant legal acts in the field of judicial cooperation in criminal matters in which IE takes part**

1. Council of Europe Convention on mutual assistance in criminal matters.


10. New Europol Regulation No 2016/794 (IE has opted in).

SUGGESTION FOR NEW PROVISIONS (ARTICLES 59a AND 56) WHICH COULD BE INCLUDED IN THE EPPO REGULATION

Article 59a

Relations with Member States which are not bound by this Regulation

1. The working arrangements referred to in Article 56(2a) with the authorities of Member States which are not bound by this Regulation may in particular, concern the exchange of strategic information and the secondment of liaison officers to the European Public Prosecutor's Office.

2. The European Public Prosecutor's Office may designate, in agreement with the competent authorities concerned, contact points in the Member States which are not bound by this Regulation in order to facilitate cooperation in line with the European Public Prosecutor's needs.

3. Concerning the criminal offences within its material competence, the Member States shall recognise and, where applicable, notify the European Public Prosecutor’s Office as a competent authority for the purpose of the implementation of the applicable Union acts on judicial cooperation in criminal matters in their relations to Member States which are not bound by this Regulation, in order to ensure that the European Public Prosecutor's Office can exercise its functions on the basis of such acts vis a vis the Member States which are not bound by this Regulation, when it assumes its tasks in accordance with Article 75(2).
Article 56

Common provisions

1. In so far as necessary for the performance of its tasks, the European Public Prosecutor’s Office may establish and maintain cooperative relations with Union institutions, bodies, offices or agencies in accordance with their respective objectives, and with the authorities of Member States which are not bound by this Regulation or of third countries and international organisations 6.

2. In so far as relevant to the performance of its tasks, the European Public Prosecutor’s Office may, in accordance with Article 67 directly exchange all information, with the entities referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article, unless otherwise provided for in this Regulation.

2a. For the purposes set out in paragraphs 1 and 2, the European Public Prosecutor's Office may conclude working arrangements with the entities referred to in paragraph 1. Those working arrangements shall be of a technical and/or operational nature, and shall in particular aim at facilitating the cooperation and the exchange of information between the parties thereto. The working arrangements may neither form the basis for allowing the exchange of personal data, nor have legally binding effects on the Union or its Member States.

1. Background

...